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Picture formation
 The cues that are added for visual interpretation often compromise the

data when it comes to automated analysis

 What are some of the cues that were added?

Color Maps
 To form the picture from digital data, some one had to assign a color

map


Color maps ideally suited to human eye’s sensitivity
 Much more sensitive to gradations in low (dark) intensities
• Numerical algorithms sensitive to variations in large numbers
 Pictures appear banded
• The underlying numbers are actually analog
 The choice of color map often dictates what features users see

 Look at the population density color map




Does it separate the dynamic range uniformly?
Do the shades chosen emphasize anything about the data?

Use A Perceptual Color map
 Most image processing algorithms rely on linear scaling of data



i.e. that you can divide the dynamic range uniformly
When presented with data on logarithmic scale, can be
advantageous to transform the data first
 For example, image processing of radar reflectivity images works
better in dBZ rather than in Z

 Given unfamiliar data, how do you know?




Auto-scale your data and use a perceptual color map to visualize it
 Unlike the “rainbow” color map that is an (inappropriate) default
color map, this divides up the color space so that your eye is
equally sensitive to every band.
This is what an automated algorithm will “see”

Color Map Alternatives

“Rainbow”

Gray scale

“Cool to warm”

The Population Density Data in Two Color Maps
Rainbow color map

Cool to warm color map

Effect of Logarithmic Scaling
Rainbow color map

Cool to warm color map

Recommended Reading
 For more on perceptual color maps, read:


Diverging Color Maps for Scientific Visualization by Kenneth
Moreland in “Advances in Visual Computing” Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 2009,
Volume 5876/2009, 92-103, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-10520-3_9

http://www.springerlink.com/content/p048726006428143/
 Free download if you are on a OU network
 Alternately, get it from the author’s website:
 http://www.cs.unm.edu/~kmorel/documents/ColorMaps/ColorMa
psExpanded.pdf
 Matlab comes with a “cool-to-warm” color map that essentially does this


Cynthia Brewer’s principles
 Cynthia Brewer created multiple perceptual colormap schemes

See http://colorbrewer2.org/
 Types of data
 Sequential data
 Low to high
 Diverging data
 Emphasize extremes on both sides
 Qualitative data
 Different categories with no ordering
 Most image processing algorithms assume linear data
 Either sequential or diverging: depends on algorithm/operation
 The course textbook implements an autoscaling colormap for diverging
data following “Brewer principles”
 Should you use it for low-to-high data?
 What are some considerations?


Linearity of data values
 Smoothing, clustering, etc. all implicitly assume that the data are locally

linear
 Good idea to check first!
 Informal way to check:
 How do human experts visualize the data?
 Poster created of population density makes clear that interesting ranges
are 0, 1-4, 5-24, 25-249, 250-999 and 1000+.
 Ergo, log transform data before doing any image processing on it
 Problem with informal method:
 A color-map meant for humans will have most of the interesting data
closer to the dark value of the scale, which corresponds to small
numbers
 Image processing algorithms are sensitive to variations in large numbers
 Solution: apply a perceptual colormap and verify that you can see the
interesting features
 What is a formal way to check?

Verifying linearity

Verifying linearity on population density

 If our image processing is limited to 3x3 neighborhoods (D=1), can use

the raw data as-is. Otherwise, process data only after taking its log.
 At D=1, raw value is more spatially linear. Therefore, projecting
population density to other map projections at the same scale should
be carried out on raw values! (think bilinear or spline interpolation)

Computer vs. Human
 Dramatic changes to the eye turn out to be extremely hard to detect

from just the numbers because:
 Human eye very good at filling in missing information
 Human brain very good at noticing patterns
 Can easily compare and contrast other data seen
 Humans quickly understand the geographical context of the data




I don’t have to tell you that the dark area of green in the southeast
part of the image is ocean
Computers have no such ability: they only know what they have
been explicitly programmed to do

Challenge in automated analysis

 Extremely hard to program a computer to look at the global population

density data and say: "Africa is sparsely populated but that's probably
because north Africa is mostly desert.“
 But deductions like this are the goal of automated analysis


Have to understand your thought process in order to program a
computer to carry out an approximation of it

Image Representation
 Will treat spatial grids as, first and foremost, two-dimensional grids.

Weather grids tend to be 3D, but will treat as separate 2D grids
 Can represent spatial grids as a:
1.
2D array of data values
2.
List of pixels (pixel = location + value)
3.
Matrix
4.
Topographic map
5.
Contours
6.
"Objects“
7.
Level sets
8.
Pyramids
9.
Parametric approximations
 Different representations work better in different scenarios.


2D Array of Data Values
 The simplest is as a 2D array of data values.
 For example, to threshold an image:

for (i=0; i < numrows; ++i) for (j=0; j < numcols; ++j){
if ( data[i][j] < thresh ){
data[i][j] = 0;
} else {
data[i][j] = 1;
}
}

Coordinate System
for (i=0; i < numrows; ++i) for (j=0; j < numcols; ++j){
if ( data[i][j] < thresh ){
// etc.
}
}
 The coordinate system I’ll follow in this course is the computer

science/linear algebra convention
 Note that “x” is the first dimension
 Not the “horizontal axis”
 (0,0) is top-left (north-west) corner
 Data value corresponds to grid point center

Thresholded Population Density
 Population Density thresholded at 100 persons / km^2

(background: Google Maps)

Global Statistics
 The array of data-values representation is also useful for computing

global statistics over the dataset
int min = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
int max = Integer.MIN_VALUE;
for (int i=0; i < data.length; ++i){
for (int j=0; j < data[i].length; ++j){
if ( data[i][j] != grid.getMissing() ){
if ( data[i][j] < min ){
min = data[i][j];
}
if ( data[i][j] > max ){
max = data[i][j];
}}}}

Similarly: mean, std-deviation, etc.
 Note the need to handle missing data in real-world datasets


Missing data

Missing Data
 Instances of missing data

Data beyond terminator line in visible satellite imagery
 Unsurveyed locations in population density data
 Beam-blocked locations in radar data
 How does the threshold algorithm on previous slide deal with missing
data?
 Is this a valid way of dealing with it?
 How else could you deal with missing data?


Spatial Grid
 Do not want to store just an array of numbers


Instead, always carry around a georeference

 Why integer and not float/double/etc.?

Floating point comparisons problematic; so scale data & process as
integer values
 A more efficient implementation is a one dimensional array of data
 Not data[row][col] but as data[row*numcols+col].
 Platee caree or cylindrical equidistance projection very convenient
 But problematic because pixels not all same size
 Note “senitel” value for missing data


Location of a pixel
 Location of grid center in the grid

 0.5 captures difference between grid corner and grid point center

Limitation of 2D Array
 But what if you need to find the 10 highest values, not just the highest?
 What kind of representation could you use?

Pixel
 Representing an image as a list of pixels useful for sparse grids and for

operations like N-Highest
int[][] data = input.getData();
List<Pixel> a = new ArrayList<Pixel>();
for (int i=0; i < data.length; ++i){
for (int j=0; j < data[i].length; ++j){
if ( data[i][j] != input.getMissing() ){
a.add(new Pixel(i,j,data[i][j]));
}}}
 Depending on the pixels of interest, can reduce memory requirements

by incorporating a threshold into the creation of the list

Assignment #1
 Read and perform a simple operation on population density data

Download the population density data for North America from Columbia
University (http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw/)
 The textbook code also has this data in ESRI grid form
 Read in the data as a 2D array of numbers
 Find the 10 densest areas in North America. Report the lat-lon and the
city (to find the city, you may manually consult an atlas).
 Submit:
 Critical parts of your source code (not all of it)
 1-page written report with your results and answers to following:
 Plot the ten locations on a map background
 In what respects is the result problematic?
 What kind of analysis could you perform to improve the result?
 Due: Start of class next Tuesday


O B J E C T I V E A N A LY S I S

Objective Analysis
 Data collected at irregular points can be interpolated onto a grid.
 Issues:




Some observations may have large errors
There may be abrupt spatial changes

 Objective analysis tries to balance the two concerns

Weighted Average
 At a grid point, assign weighted average of nearby point observations.



Can use any weighting scheme where weight falls off with distance:
Gaussian and Cressman weighting are common:
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 $r$ is distance between the observation and grid point.
 $\sigma$ and radius of influence ($R$) control the amount of

smoothing. Large values reduce the impact of erroneous observations
at the cost of losing sharp changes.

Smoothing Functions
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Effective Support
 What is the effective support of the Gaussian?

 How about the Cressman?

 Which function falls off faster?

Practical Considerations
 The Gaussian has infinite extent, but data from far away doesn’t matter



Typical to use all observations with $3 \sigma$ only
Size of “window”

 Should you assign data if only one observation is close by?


If so, should you decay the observation with distance?

 How accurately do you need to compute $r$?



Can you approximate this by the distance in pixels?
Or do you need a geodesic distance?

Weighted Average (code)
LatLon gridpt = grid.getLocation(i, j);
double sum = 0; double sumwt = 0; int n = 0;
for (int k=0; k < points.length; ++k){
if ( points[k].getValue() != MISSING ){
LatLon obs = points[k];
double wt = compute(gridpt,obs);
if ( wt > epsilon ){
sum += wt * points[k].getValue();
sumwt += wt;
++n;
}}}
if ( n >= minPoints ){
grid.data()[i][j] = Math.round(sum/sumwt));
} else {
grid.data()[i][j] = grid.getMissing();
}

Example: Gaussian Weighting
 14-hour rainfall from Tennessee mesonet

Example: Cressman Weighting
 14-hour rainfall from Tennessee mesonet

Which is better?
 Which interpolation method is better?


How could you tell?

Resampling statistics
 Could use resampling statistics to find which interpolation function is

better
 Withhold 10% of station data
 Interpolate
 Find which technique yields lower errors

 Problem:



Typically find that this varies according to the actual data
Normal to just pick some weighting arbitrarily

Localization
 Because observations are computed as weighted averages:




The grid's value at the observation point can differ from the observed
value at that point
Even if the station observation was included in the interpolation!

 One solution is do a multi-pass analysis:




Compute the error at each of the observation points.
Analyze the error across the grid using weighting function.
Add interpolated error to every grid point

Cressman Weighting Pass #1
 14-hour rainfall from Tennessee mesonet

Cressman Weighting Pass #2
 14-hour rainfall from Tennessee mesonet

Cressman Weighting Pass #3
 14-hour rainfall from Tennessee mesonet

Is Localization Necessary?
 One reason to interpolate between observations is to reduce the impact

of noisy observations
 Using multiple passes negates this
 On the other hand, smoothing causes problems when there is a

boundary between two stations
 Localization helps to bring this boundary into focus
 Have to decide how important these two effects are:



Noisy data? Don’t do multiple passes
Event with boundaries? Perform multiple passes

Optimization of Weighted Average
 As size of grid and number of grid point increases, the weighted

average implementation suggested will get very slow.
 How could you speed it up?
LatLon gridpt = grid.getLocation(i, j);
double sum = 0; double sumwt = 0; int n = 0;
for (int k=0; k < points.length; ++k){
if ( points[k].getValue() != MISSING ){
LatLon obs = points[k];
double wt = compute(gridpt,obs);
if ( wt > epsilon ){
sum += wt * points[k].getValue();
sumwt += wt;
++n;
}}}
if ( n >= minPoints ){
grid.data()[i][j] = Math.round(sum/sumwt));
} else {
grid.data()[i][j] = grid.getMissing();
}

Optimization (contd.)
 Reverse the operation.

Maintain two grids: a $sumwt$ grid, and a $sum$ grid.
 For every observation point:
 Update the $sum$ grid by adding $wt \times value$ to the
gridpoints in a $R x R$ neighborhood.
 Update the $sumwt$ grid by adding $wt$.
 After going through all the observation points, compute the weighted
average.
 An example of trading off more memory (two grids) in order to reduce
computations.


 Because you are using a $RxR$ neighborhood, the impact of an

observation point (in Gaussian case) will be square rather than circular.

Splines
 Weighted averages result in the data at observation point being

different from observed value
 Cressman idea: Try to reduce this by updating with error field
 Spline idea: Use an interpolation function that is an exact fit at known
points
 Not all splines have this property, but we can use splines that do
 When to use:



Use Cressman when you have a sparse set of source points
Use splines when you have a grid of source points
 For example, when changing coordinate systems

Catmull-Rom splines
 The simplest splines are Catmull-Rom splines


The spline consists of multiple segments
 Each segment is a mathematical approximation to a thin rod
 Pegged at the control points
 Varies smoothly between them
 A moving approximation to sets of four points

 The fit function is a cubic polymial (Only one polynomial will pass

through all four points)

Catmull-Rom splines (contd.)
 At any point between t=0 and t=1

f(t) = 0.5 *( ( (2*a1) + (a2-a1)*t +
(-a3 + 4*a2 - 5 * a1 + 2*a0 )*t*t +
(a3 - 3*a2 + 3*a1 - a0) * t * t * t )

Catmull, Edwin and Rom, Raphael, A class of local interpolating splines,
in R.E. Barnhill and R.F. Riesenfeld (eds.) Computer Aided Geometric
Design, Academic Press, New York, 1974, 317-326.

Kriging
 A way to obtain an optimal weighting function based on the data

themselves and ensure minimal error at sampling points?
 Yes: minimize variance of approximated field
 Doable if enough observations at the stations over a long period
 Step 1: compute the covariance matrix

 Step 2: sort the point observations by distance and fit a curve that

maps distance h to C(x,x+h). This curve is called the variogram

Kriging (contd.)
 Step 3: Use the variogram to construct:

 Step 4: The weight at a point is given by:

Assignment #2: Objective Analysis
 Implement objective analysis on the AI 2014 dataset of solar energy at

various mesonet stations using some sort of objective analysis
 Do this on different days when you know that some type of system
moved through Oklahoma
 Are there patterns in the interpolated spatial grid?
 Do the reverse problem
 Interpolate the reanalysis observations to the stations using Catmull
Rom splines (in n/s and e/w directions separately)
 Now you have station-by-station data: potentially more data for training
a machine intelligence algorithm
 There are two ways to predict the solar energy:
 Predict the system that moved through Oklahoma and the mean solar
energy and use it to predict station-by-station data
 Predict station-by-station data by training with interpolated reanalysis
observations
 Which approach do you think is better? Justify your answer.

REMOTE SENSING

Remotely sensed grids
 A common source of geospatial data is remote sensing instruments

such as satellite, radar.
 The geometry of the instrument is important to consider


Plays a role in the characteristics of the data

Weather radar navigation
 A weather radar forms an image that consists of radials

Geometry
 The beam spreads away from the radar



The radius of the beam increases with range
Affects the “width” of the pixel (=range * theta)

 The radar beam curves away the ground due to refraction


The actual path of the beam depends on weather conditions

 All this makes working in polar (or cylindrical) coordinates challenging

 But mapping radar data to a 3D Cartesian

Mapping to 2D
Cartesian Grid

grid also has issues
 The radar data corresponds to an average
over spatial domain
 Not point observations as with objective
analysis

 To remap grids from one coordinate system to

Forward or
Backward?

another:
 Can use a forward formula
 For every point in (az,rn), find (x,y) and
update grid point
 If multiple (az,rn) points map to same
(x,y), interpolate between them
 Can use a backward formula
 For every (x,y) grid point, find (az,rn)
 Which approach is better? Why?

 The forward formula method results in holes

Backward is
better

in the output field, so the backward formula
approach is preferable

 Choices for gridding depend on relative

Interpolation
Methods

resolution of Cartesian and polar grids
 Consider center of each (x,y) grid cell
 Assign the range gate that covers the
grid point center (“nearest-neighbor”)
 Interpolate between the nearest
neighbors along radial and along
azimuth (“bilinear interpolation”)
 Weight can be any function that falls
off with distance.
• Cressman is a common choice
 Consider the four boundary points of each
grid cell and interpolate their values
 Consider all range gates that touch grid cell
and interpolate their values

Nearest
Neighbor for 2D
Mapping



Pragmatic solution is to fill every Cartesian
Grid point in 2D with data from the range
gate that covers it
 Tends to preserve structure of convective
cells at far ranges better
Causes blockiness at near ranges
 Will result in contiguous pixels with
identical data at far ranges
 Has consequences for operations such
as edge-finding when carried out on
remapped radar data


 Elevation scans of the radar may not overlap

Mapping to 3D
Cartesian Grid

Unlike in horizontal where radials are
packed so that they oversample
 The bandwidth denotes where power falls
to half, but there is still power outside
center of beam
 Pragmatically, interpolate in the vertical
between the center points of the beams


 Weather radars form a network

Multi-radar
mosaic

Tile radar data to cover geographical areas
 What if the coverage overlaps?
 Radars can differ in calibration
 Using nearest radar will result in “rings” in
accumulated products
 Radars are not synchronized
 Simply interpolating may result in ghost
echoes
 May have to translate echoes to anticipated
locations
 Less of an issue with faster scanning
strategies (persistence quite reasonable
for < 5 minutes)
 Distance-based weighting to interpolate
overlapping radar coverages


Remapping
introduces
Warping
Data in polar
coordinates

(Data from KTLX,
Oklahoma City on May
20, 2001)

Remapping
introduces
Warping
Data in cartesian
coordinates

(Data from KTLX,
Oklahoma City on May
20, 2001)

Beam Blockage
In mountainous terrain,
some parts of the radar
coverage are not in
line-of-sight

Have to handle such
areas of missing data
carefully -- different
from areas where there
was no radar return

Data from KEMX (Tucson, AZ)

Recommended Reading
 Constructing Three-Dimensional Multiple-Radar Reflectivity

Mosaics: Examples of Convective Storms and Stratiform Rain
Echoes Jian Zhang, Kenneth Howard, J. J. Gourley Journal of
Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology; Volume 22, Issue 1 (January
2005) pp. 30-42; doi: 10.1175/JTECH-1689.1
 http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/JTECH-1689.1

Satellite projection
 Satellites orbit the earth and have a limited horizon

The earth rotates even as the satellite is scanning
 Resolution varies with distance from the sub-satellite point
 The sub-satellite point (area directly under the satellite) has highest
amount of detail
 As the earth curves away, images get distorted
 Angle of view also causes parallax
 Varying resolution can be problematic when working with satellite data
 Common to remap the satellite image to a more familiar map
projection
 Often this has already been done by data provider
 Remapping has similar issues (repeated pixels) to radar remapping


Tilted Perspective

Terminator line
Satellite visible channel
images include areas
that are not illuminated
due to it being nighttime

Need to handle
terminator line

Errors Introduced
 Geospatial grids are usually a result of transforming raw data

Objective analysis of point observations involves interpolation
 Remapping from radar or satellite coordinate system to a map
projection introduces warping, repetition and/or interpolation
 The error bounds of any analysis on these grids is greater than the
resolution of the grids themselves
 For example, spatial error at any grid point in an objectively analyzed
grid depends on the distance to nearest point observations
 Data error is not just instrument error
 Warping and pixel repetition introduces errors


Justification for Preprocessing
 Will often preprocess images by smoothing them


Justified by the fact that small differences in data values or location
are often not very significant in light of the amount of sausagemaking the images have been through already

Handling Missing Data
 Will always need algorithms to explicitly handle missing data properly



Do not want to smooth satellite data across terminator line
Or radar data across beam-blockage boundaries

MAP PROJECTIONS

Need for Map Projections
 The earth is an irregularly shaped 3D object


Representing on a 2D flat surface is problematic

 Steps in map projections:





Choose ellipsoidal approximation to earth
Choose type of map projection
 Different choices preserve different properties better
For every point in projected grid, find data value
 Interpolate raw values

Why Minimize Distortion?
 Image analysis is in terms of pixels

 Will often count the number of pixels above a threshold

Would be nice if this translated directly to an area in km^2
 Area-preserving projections can do this
 Will look at distances between points on the grid
 Will have the number of pixels separating the two points
 Would be nice if the number of pixels translated directly to km
 No projection quite does this; distance-preserving projections do this for
certain points
 Will approximate objects by circles, gaussians, ellipses, etc.
 But the objects will consist of pixels
 Would be nice to know that in the real-world, the approximations remain
circular or gaussian
 Conformal projections do this


WGS-84 Ellipsoid
 An egg-shaped approximation to the earth
 WGS-84 was devised in 1984 and updated several times after that




Best approximation to the “geoid” -- equipotential surface of earth
 Center: center of earth (+/- 0.02m)
 Radius at equator:
6,378,137.0 m
 Radius towards pole: 6,356,752.3 m
 Flattened by about 21km (f=1/298.257223563)
Comes within about 100m of best known geoid

GPS uses WGS-84 Ellipsoid
 Global Positioning Satellite system latitudes and longitudes reported

based on WGS-84 ellipsoid
 Longitude=0 is102m off from Greenwich’s prime meridian
 Or the line is at longitude=-0.0015
 Most latitude, longitude reported by GPS
 Use WGS-84 ellipsoid as the reference

© J Cohen, 2007 from Wikipedia

Great Circle Distance
 The distance between two points has to be geodesic




Along the surface of the earth
This is the “great circle” distance
A great circle is on a plane that goes through center of the earth
 Longitudes are great circles, latitudes are not

Distance Between Two Points
 Distance between two points (lat, lon in radians)

double dlon = lon2 - lon1;
double dlat = lat2 - lat1;
sq(x) is x*x
double term = sq(Math.sin(dlat/2)) +
Math.cos(lat1) * Math.cos(lat2) * sq(Math.sin(dlon/2));
return (2 * R * Math.asin(Math.min(1,Math.sqrt(term))));

 Could use equatorial radius (R=6387km) or compute it using WGS-84

ellipsoid, using the radius at the mean latitude of the two points
double
double
double
double
double

lat0 = (lat2+lat1)/2;
a = 6378.137;
f = 1.0/298.257223563;
esq = f*(2-f);
R=a*(1-esq)/Math.pow(sq(1-esq*(Math.sin(lat0))),1.5);

Types of Map Projections
 Reference ellipsoid can be projected onto a cylinder, cone or plane
 I’ve shown “secant” projections


Tangent projections are special cases where the projection surface is
tangent to the earth (imagine the cone being slightly larger)

Types of Map Projections
 Different map projections cause different distortions

“Pick your poison”
 Three major types:
 Conformal projections keep angle correct
 But warp distances and areas
 Useful for navigation
 Area calculated on an equal-area projection is exact
 Will match area calculated on reference ellipsoid
 Very useful property in image processing
 Line lengths calculated on a equidistant projection is exact
 Equidistant only at certain points, not throughout the map!
 Not a very useful guarantee


Simple Cylindrical
 Latitude and longitude directly mapped to (x,y)

A cylindrical, equidistant projection
 Areas in polar regions are exaggerated horizontally
 Very common data distribution format
 Population
density dataset
 Google Earth
 Radar mosaic


 Poles sparsely

populated!
superimposed Tissot's indicatrices. © 2008 C.A.Furuti
Source: www.progonos.com/furuti

Universal Transverse Mercator
 UTM common for high-resolution terrain maps





Cylinder, except that cylinder is transverse not equatorial
60 UTM zones, dividing the earth longitudinally
 For example, UTM zone #1 is
 From lon=-180 to lon=-174
 Central meridian is at 177W
 Each zone covers latitudes 84N to 80S
 Offsets (“false easting” and “false northing” added to avoid
negative x and y coordinates)
Narrow zones minimize distortion

Lambert Conformal
 Numerical weather models commonly run on a Lambert conformal grid



Angles are correct, areas exaggerated away from standard parallels
Need to specify two standard parallels and the central meridian

Albers Equal Area
 Represents areas correctly



Shape distortions reasonable between the two parallels
Shown in the image: standard parallels at 10N and 30N
 Would be useful for areas between 10N and 30N and mostly eastwest in extent

Source: http://kartoweb.itc.nl/

Map Projections Reference
 The canonical reference manual for working with map projections:


Snyder, John P., 1987: Map Projections: A Working Manual, US
Geological Survey No. 1395, 385pp
 http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/pp1395
 Provides forward and backward projection formulae
 Suitable for computer implementation (provides formulae taking
into account round-off and overflow errors)

Assignment #3: Map Projections
 The WRF model grids are in Lambert 2SP projection

Read surface albedo data from the WRF grid
 examples/data/sfcalbedo
 Plot it on a lat-lon-grid
 Submit image of albedo data using a cool-to-warm colormap and key
parts of code
 Due start of next class


R A S T E R I Z AT I O N

Rasterizing points

Rasterizing lines

Rasterizing polygons

Geocoding polygons
 Given a set of polygons (such as county boundaries), possible to find

whether a pixel is within that polygon
 Basis for finding zipcode, etc. of a pixel given its latitude and
longitude
 Compute bounding box of a polygon and check bounding box before
moving to more precise calculations
 Line intersection calculations are expensive

